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o the general public the term “antique boating” conjures up images
of boat shows with row upon row of piano-finished mahogany launches
sporting magnificent chrome-plated deck fittings gleaming in the
summer sunlight. Hordes of spectators eagerly crowd around with
cameras to capture the fleeting moment in time and to marvel at the
toys of the wealthy.
Many of these magnificent creations (or re-creations is perhaps a
more accurate description, as these boats are sometimes either replicas or
have only a tiny fraction of their original DNA) are on view only once or
twice a year. They spend the remainder of their days hidden safely away
in boathouses or climate-controlled sealed storage areas, where there
is no UV sunlight to dull the varnish and where no hazards present
any physical danger. It is as though their sole raison d’être is to allow
their owners to bask in their reflected glory or to one-up one another
comparing gargantuan restoration costs.
But there exists a smaller and less visible group of wooden-boat
owners who have learned that these relics of bygone days can bring a
degree of enrichment to their lives far beyond anything provided by a
boat show. Their boats may be similarly restored to boat show standards
but these folks have learned that to get the most enjoyment out of
their treasure it should be used and experienced as the original builder
intended. Damn the torpedoes, so to speak.
And so it is with an intrepid group of owners of Disappearing
Propeller Boats. Affectionately known as “Dispros” or “Dippys” (one
wag commented that the latter term revealed more about the owner
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than the boat), these unique Canadian craft are really just overgrown
sixteen to eighteen foot double ended rowing skiffs, sporting pretty little
one- or two-cylinder “parlour engines.” They originated in 1914 on the
Muskoka Lakes, about one hundred miles north of Toronto, utilizing
the newly developed, lightweight, two-horsepower Waterman K1 and
five horsepower K2 copper jacket engines. In later years other engines
from three to six horsepower were used, most notably Coventry Victor.
Dispros have a unique Rube Goldberg contraption amidships
called, for want of a better term, “The Device.” This patented selfcontained unit with its swinging skeg and universal-jointed shaft which
gave the boat its unusual name, allowed the craft to travel safely under
power in deep or shallow water and to avoid damage from underwater
obstructions. The propeller can be lifted manually by a lever out of
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harm’s way, or the protecting skeg can do it
automatically. It works perfectly every time.
Well, almost every time.
Soon after the Disappearing Propeller Boat
Company Limited started production in earnest
in the spring of 1916, these little boats gained
a reputation as a suitable craft for cottagers
and fishing enthusiasts on the Muskoka Lakes
because of their versatility. They also became
known for their ability to successfully navigate
uncharted waterways, becoming the boat of
choice for adventurers heading into wilderness
country. There exist many documented tales of
high adventure in Dispros, such as a harrowing
fifteen-hundred mile trip taken in 1920 down
the Mackenzie River by three prospectors.
Production of these jaunty little craft reached
a peak in the early 1920s, gradually tapering off
and ending in 1956. They became victims of
fiberglass and outboard motors. Today, less than
ten percent remain of the thirty-one hundred
built, but their present custodians are fiercely
proud of the peculiar capabilities of their unique
craft.

The Kingfisher A-1 Engine, 1918

For the past thirty-five years, a few of the
more adventurous Dispro owners have themselves
become legendary by braving the often treacherous
waters of Georgian Bay, a part of Lake Huron,
often referred to as the “Sixth Great Lake.” The
north and eastern shore of “The Bay” is still a
wild and rugged lee shore, where the colourful
granite rocks of the Precambrian Shield gradually
slope westward and slip beneath the crystal clear
waters. Ample wilderness camping is provided
by the fifty-five thousand islands extending out
several miles from the shoreline. It’s an area of
incredible beauty with its wind-blown pines,
exotic wildflowers, luscious blueberries, seabirds,
biting insects, secret lagoons, rattlesnakes, jagged
shoals, garboard-grabbing pinnacles of doom,
violent storms, gargantuan waves, marauding
bears, spectacular sunsets and pitch-dark starry
nights.
Once you’re out there in a Dippy, loaded
down with a ten-day supply of fuel, food,
lifejackets, camping gear, compass and charts
(don’t forget the toolbox), you are effectively out
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of reach of civilization. Cell phone reception is poor or non-existent
and in a very short time you learn to fall back onto basic survival skills.
Typically, these annual so-called “Misery Trips” attract from two to
twelve Dispros, and take place in late July or early August after the bug
season and when the weather is usually most favourable. The days are
still long, but the chilling night frosts have not yet begun. Planning for
each trip is minimal: it was learned early on that detailed planning is
simply a recipe for thwarted expectations and frustration. The vagaries of
wind, weather and the resulting moods of “The Bay” control everything.
Each boat crew is responsible for its own food and gear. The most
important consideration at all times is the well being of the boats.
Choice of campsite is mainly dependent on finding a suitable island
offering a hurricane-proof hiding place to keep all the boats. This is
easier said than done. On one of the early trips, for example, a violent
thunderstorm erupted in the middle of the night, which launched all
the boats and threatened to reduce them to matchwood on the jagged,
rocky shore. All hands were obliged to crawl out of their tents, which
promptly blew away, and save the boats, now partially filled with
rainwater. The boats were manhandled by Herculean effort over jagged
rocks fifty feet up on shore out of reach of the angry waves. Next
morning, after rescuing the tents which were found hundreds of yards
back in the bush, re-launching the boats turned out to be a much more
daunting task, due to the lack of adrenaline that had been flowing in
abundance when the boats were carried up the night before. The group
never camped there again.
Although the south end of Georgian Bay lies less than one
hundred miles north of Toronto, and is densely populated, the towns
and shoreline cottages rapidly dwindle as you work your way up the
eastern shore into the archipelago where access roads become few or
non-existent. With rare foresight, the Ontario government stopped

further sales of Crown land in the area in 1964 and in 2004 it was
declared a UNESCO Biosphere Reserve. It is to be hoped that these
actions will serve to preserve Georgian Bay’s unique biodiversity and
rugged landscape, which was celebrated by such Canadian painters as
Tom Thomson and the Group of Seven in the early twentieth century.
Finding one’s way through this vast archipelago of rocky islands
surrounded by innumerable uncharted navigational hazards would
strike terror into the hearts of most wooden boat owners. And yet it is
precisely this ever-present possibility of disaster that appeals most to these
daring Misery Trippers. Years of familiarity with these seemingly fragile
little craft and with their cantankerous, but amazingly dependable, tiny
engines, have taught them how remarkably seaworthy these boats really
are and that they are capable of safely navigating waters that would cause
serious problems to larger and more powerful craft.
Because a Dispro’s propeller is located just aft of amidships, it is
always submerged, even in heavy seas. There is no danger of cavitation
or engine over-revving. The oak keelson, which extends below the keel
from stem to sternpost, except where it is cut away to accommodate
the Device, affords hull protection when boats run aground, as they
frequently do. Even the rudder is so arranged that it may slide upwards
several inches on its pintle if it hits a rock, then slide back down again.
For experienced Dippy owners, Georgian Bay offers the quintessential
opportunity to see if all the mechanical features are in good working
order, to test their own piloting skills, and appreciate firsthand the boat’s
remarkable capabilities.
These so-called Misery Trips became family events very early on.
Children as young as three years of age have learned lessons in patience,
responsibility and self-reliance. They’ve learned to survive comfortably
without cell phones and the amenities of modern civilization. They’ve
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learned how to hop about with grace on wet, slippery rocks, avoiding such omnipresent hazards
as poison ivy and rattlesnakes. They have learned to be entertainers around evening campfires
and some have later become successful professional entertainers and musicians. And they
have learned to love, not fear, the wilderness while always treating it with due respect, and
have gained a healthy comprehension of their own personal importance in the vastness of the
natural world.
The Dispro is the ideally suited boat for such trips. Weighing in at less than five hundred
pounds, it is easily stored and moved on a small boat trailer. It’s easily launched, and can carry
a remarkable payload. Fuel consumption is minimal: a well-tuned engine is capable of pushing
a Dippy up to 23 miles per imperial gallon and a hull speed of 6 to 7 mph is the norm. The
Device allows the craft to be safely hidden away in shallow, protected inlets or hauled up on
shore if desired. The traditional Viking ship hull design is noted for its seaworthiness and
remarkable strength. The engines are quiet and it’s not unusual to see a pair of Dispros cruising
side-by-side, their occupants engaged in conversation.
Of course, all vintage wooden boats sporting their original engines are subject to occasional
mechanical failure. No matter how carefully a boat engine is maintained, breakdowns can still
occur when dealing with 90-year-old vibrator coils, carburetors, timers and so forth. Water
pumps may quit, ignition systems may fail and environmental factors may cause engines to
misbehave.
On one trip, Bill’s badly worn universal joint finally broke and he was obliged to borrow
Bruce’s Dippy, take his propeller shaft 30 miles to the nearest road access landing, hitchhike
back to his workshop 175 miles distant, install a replacement u-joint, hitchhike back to the
landing, and make the return boat trip. This involved two days of non-stop travel and machine
shop work with no sleep. Meanwhile, the rest of the group enjoyed two days of fishing,
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swimming, story-telling, berry picking, photography, and
general goofing about. Upon Bill’s return, he slumped
into his bedroll while the rest of the group re-installed his
propeller shaft.
On another trip, Bruce’s engine suddenly over-revved
when his beautiful bronze propeller spun off to the bottom
of the Bay. Luck was with him, though. While in the quaint
fishing village of Killarney the previous day, he’d visited an
elderly fisherman who chanced to have an old Dippy prop
hanging on a nail in his workshop and Bruce had bought it
for $10. It was a bit battered but in ten minutes Bruce was
on his merry way again.
One year David and Barbara came down hard on a
pinnacle of doom near Naiscoot Inlet, punching a thumbsized hole through a garboard plank. With Barbara pumping
frantically, David managed to coax the boat three more hours
to the designated camping spot for the night, a place in the outer Fox
Islands called “Dippy Lagoon.” Here the boat was hauled up onto a
suitable whaleback and Rob made a temporary repair with some bedding
compound, a block of 3/8” cypress and some copper clout nails. That
was in 1986 and the “temporary” repair is still doing fine.
When loading up at Franklin Island one morning, Bill jumped into
the stern of his boat, causing the bow to rise up suddenly, smashing
the tiller bar off Bruce’s rudder. So a search party of youngsters was
organized to scour the island’s shoreline for suitable flotsam that might
be used to jury rig a fix of some kind. They eventually returned with
a shattered piece of 2x4 with a mangled metal joist hanger attached.
Meanwhile Tom, who had been unable to come in his boat that year
due to other commitments, had flown to Franklin in his replica 1929
Gypsy Moth float plane for a short visit and a toilet paper drop. He was
promptly dispatched back to Port Carling (20 minutes away by biplane,
four days away by Dispro) to get a suitable hand-operated drill and some
wood screws. Upon his return, the rudder was put to rights and it
held together valiantly for the next ten days through some pretty heavy
weather. The repair was unbelievably ugly but Bruce decided to leave it
that way long after the trip ended as a testament to the resourcefulness
of the Misery Trippers when faced with adversity.
Heading northwest in a single file out of Bayfield Inlet, through a
veritable minefield of shoals one windy day, the Misery Trippers found
themselves suddenly in gigantic seas and swirling waters picked up by a
Force 12 gale wind. This was too much for the dippies, whose captains
soon lost visual contact with each other and were being driven on to a
rocky shore. Each boat somehow miraculously discovered its own kind
of passage into calmer waters just at the point when disaster appeared
imminent; but it was a couple of hours before they rediscovered one
another and were able to regroup. A small, but protected island was
located. It was a wretched spot to camp in any other situation as it was
mostly covered in poison ivy and rattlesnakes; the place became known
thereafter as “The Isle of Nine Rattlesnakes.” As the gale showed no
signs of abating for several days, the trippers were obliged to find ways
to alleviate the boredom of being “macarooned” in such a dismal spot.
The children played with the rattlesnakes to see if it was really true that
a snake won’t cross over a rope. The ladies discovered a secret grotto at
the far end of the island, away from the men and children, where they
could relax, read, chat and escape from the howling wind. The men
decided that it would be an opportune time to overhaul Rob’s engine
from the bowels of which some nasty sounds had been emanating. So
out came the engine and it was determined that the problem was the
loose propeller shaft coupling which was threatening to break the end
off the crankshaft. Paul thought that he could fix it if he had suitable
shims so a delicious baked bean supper was cooked up which provided

both nourishment and several empty bean cans. These were
cut and pounded on the rocks into suitable shins. The wind
rose even higher that night. Three days later when the wind
died down Rob’s engine was back together and it gave quiet,
dependable service for the remainder of the trip.
On the final day’s run one year, Dennis was negotiating
a sharp turn to starboard in a boulder-infested area aptly
named the “Bad River Channel” by the early fur-trading
voyageurs. As the stern of his boat swung to port, the
propeller walked sideways onto a rock, bending one blade
back almost ninety degrees. The resulting vibration of the
unbalanced propeller was so severe that it threatened to
destroy the boat in short order. As a stiff gale was blowing
that afternoon and there was still a 20-mile run through
open water to the launching spot, it was judged foolhardy
to attempt towing the crippled boat through 4- to 6-foot
waves. So the propeller was removed to see if it might be possible to
bend the blade back into a semblance of its original shape. Somebody
found a curved fissure in the bedrock nearby that would fit the bent
blade like a glove, while someone else supplied a tent pole that could be
fitted into the shaft hole in the prop to act as an Archimedes lever. It
was crude, but it worked although there was an ominous-looking crack
where the bend had been. Dennis made the return trip at half speed
through the mountainous waves, but as soon as he rounded the last
point into calm water, the cracked blade finally broke off and he was
obliged to row the boat 100 yards to the launch ramp. Dispros have
a maddening reputation for refusing to start if an admiring crowd is
gathered around, but in a life or death situation they always seem to get
you safely home. Well, almost always.
If a Dispro never lets you down in a serious situation, the rest of the
time it is as though they were infused with an impish personality right
from the factory. Like the Model T Ford, the anecdotes are legion, of
owners being driven to distraction by the craft’s peculiar idiosyncrasies.
Last summer John, who had his 14-year-old son sitting beside
him, couldn’t figure out why his engine kept stopping. The ignition
switch kept shutting itself off. After a while it became apparent that
the growing boy was getting taller and his feet were now reaching the
instrument panel. Each time he wiggled his toes, he shut off the pushpull ignition switch.
And 12-year-old Jimmy, riding in his uncle’s boat wearing only a wet
bathing suit, kept leaping to his feet every few minutes complaining that
he was being stung by bees. It was discovered later that engine vibration
had loosened the wing nuts securing the vibrator ignition coil in place,
allowing it to wander about underneath his seat. Every so often the
hot secondary terminal would make contact with a carriage bolt right
beneath Jimmy’s wet posterior, giving him a 20,000 volt surprise.
Another time Paul was returning to camp after dark when his engine
suddenly shut down. With no flashlight handy, he began feeling about
under the engine hatch, only to discover that all the ignition wires to the
timer had vanished. They were found next morning though, all wound
neatly around the propeller shaft.
When Ron heard a funny noise in his engine compartment, he lifted
the cover to take a peek. The spring-loaded timer plunger shot past his
cheek and overboard into the drink. Undaunted, he asked his wife to
steer while he wrapped the timer wire around a screwdriver, and made
manual contact with the flywheel once every revolution. The engine ran
horribly but it got them back to camp. For the next two days everyone
thought Ron had developed Tourette’s syndrome.
In the early years of Misery Tripping, the participants were much
younger, energetic and full of youthful enthusiasm for exploring the
unknown. It was the norm in those days to break camp early each
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morning and travel 40 to 50 miles to a fresh campsite. The four-hour
morning run would include a short 20-minute stop for a snack and a
stretch, then another two-hour run to the lunch stop. Afternoon runs
were patterned similarly so that there was plenty of time at day’s end for
setting up camp, cooking supper over an open fire, boat maintenance,
berry picking, swimming, fishing, photography, exploring, reading
or just enjoying the scenery. On some of these earlier trips, the boats
would log between 350 to 500 miles in a two-week period.
In more recent years the pattern has changed somewhat, as the
participants age. The trips are usually one week or less in duration, and
a base camp is set up at a favourite spot from which day trips can be
taken according to the whims of weather and wind. This system allows
more individual freedom as participants can choose to go on the day’s
run or to remain at the base camp.
As Misery Trippers vary as to their navigational and mechanical skills,
one cardinal rule has developed. Each crew is responsible for keeping tabs
on the boat behind. There’s an old joke among Dispro owners that the
boat bringing up the rear inevitably breaks down and it is often true. But
by watching out for each other, nobody gets lost or left languishing behind.
The only situation where this rule is trumped is when mountainous seas are
encountered; then it’s every man for himself.

So using vintage boats for adventure has many benefits. Sure, it’s
harder to keep them in pristine boat show condition and you wear out the
mechanical parts eventually, but these things can always be set to rights again.
But boat shows can tend to be divisive by setting up a spirit of competition
between owners, whereas outings such as the Georgian Bay Misery Trips
foster co-operation and cement life-long memories and friendships.
And there’s another benefit too. By sharing these adventures with
younger generations, we give them a hands-on appreciation for the
unique qualities and foibles of these ancient artifacts. Are these not
the same qualities and foibles which endeared the craft to us in the
first place, and motivated us to spend outlandish amounts of time and
money to restore them to their former glory?
The youngsters from earlier trips have today become confident, mature
adults and some own and operate their own Dispros. These young men and
women have developed excellent navigational skills and are comfortable
with trouble-shooting and maintenance. They have become the next
generation of enthusiastic custodians, having learned in childhood how
these quirky old boats could be meaningful in their own lives. Perhaps
this, more than anything else, promises a bright future for this lovable craft
now at the threshold of its second century,
The Greatest Little Motor Boat Afloat.

“...when mountainous seas are encountered; then it’s every man for himself.”

